
Warlord: Simple Medieval Battles 

Conventions 
➢ �is system works best with 10mm figures, with multiple figures mounted on a 

rectangular base. 
➢ Bases should be 20x40mm in size. 
➢ Each unit represents around 10-15 men on the battlefield.  
➢ A unit’s basic profile represents its fighting ability with sidearms and bare fists. 

 
Troop Classification 

➢ Irregular Infantry:   Plucky souls with more courage than good sense. Unlikely to be well 
trained or equipped. 

➢ Light Infantry:  �e mainstay of many medieval armies, o�ten part-time semi-professional 
soldiers. 

➢ Heavy Infantry:  Professional soldiery, forming the core of any self-respecting noble’s retinue.  
➢ Light Cavalry:   �e eyes and ears of any medieval army, able to range far and wide to locate and 

harass the enemy. 
➢ Heavy Cavalry:  �e �lower of chivalry encased from head to toe in steel, mounted on monstrous 

destriers.  
 
Unit Profiles 

➢ Irregular Infantry:  Move 6” per turn.  May choose 1 attachment. Attacks roll 1 Kill Dice and 1 
Shock Dice. 1 Cohesion. 

➢ Light Infantry:  Move 6” per turn. May choose 2 attachments. Attacks roll 2 Kill Dice and 1 
Shock Dice. 2 Cohesion. 

➢ Heavy Infantry:   Move 4” per turn. May choose 3 attachments. Attacks roll 2 Kill Dice and 2 
Shock Dice. 3 Cohesion. 

➢ Light Cavalry:   Move 8” per turn. May choose 2 attachments. Attacks roll 2 Kill Dice and 1 
Shock Dice. 2 Cohesion 

➢ Heavy Cavalry:   Move 6” per turn. May choose 3 attachments. Attacks roll 2 Kill Dice and 3 
Shock Dice.  3 Cohesion 

 
Turn Sequence 
At the start of each turn, players roll 1d6+their Warlord’s initiative value. Whoever rolls 
highest goes first. 

➢ Orders & Formations:  Players check their command radii and resolve any bonuses or 
penalties. Formations may be formed or disbanded.  

➢ Movement:  Players may move their units. 
➢ Ranged Combat:   Units armed with missile weapons may make attacks.  
➢ Close Combat:   Resolve any combats started in previous turns or those arising from movement.  

 
When commanding armies with multiple Warlords, use the highest initiative value when 
rolling. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Orders & Formations 
Each Warlord projects a Command Radius of 6”, which can be extended to 12” by the 
attachment of musicians.  
 
Units/formations without o�ficers must be within this Command Radius to take any 
formation or combat actions.   
 
Units/formations without o�ficers outside a Command Radius may move their full 
allowance, but may not move into base contact with any enemy units. 
 
Units/formations without o�ficers outside a Command Radius su�fer a 1 Shock Dice hit 
during the Orders & Formations phase.  
 
Players may create formations from units within 6” of each other. Newly created formations 
may not take any actions until the following turn.  
 
Formations can be composed of either Infantry or Cavalry units, but not both.  
 
When creating new formations, take the highest cohesion value from the component units 
and add +1 cohesion for each additional unit. �is new value becomes the formation’s 
cohesion until it is disbanded.  
 
Existing formations may change to a di�ferent formation type, but may not take any actions 
until the following turn.   
 
Existing formations may disband, but component units can only move up to half their 
movement allowance until the following turn.  
 
Formations cannot be created, switched or disbanded if there is an enemy unit within 12”. 
 
Movement 
Units may change their facing at the start or the end of their move, and may only move to 
their front.  
 
Units may move up to their full movement allowance on open ground.  
 
Formations move as one unit, using the movement allowance of the slowest component unit. 
Apply any bonuses or penalties dictated by the formation type.  
 
Di�ficult Terrain like woods and marshland reduce a unit’s movement allowance by half.  
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While crossing patches of Di�ficult Terrain, reduce the cohesion of any formations by 1 for 
each component unit, to a minimum of 1.  
 
Linear obstacles like fences, low walls and rivers require a unit or formation’s full movement 
allowance to cross.  
 
Units and formations in base contact with the enemy may not move unless retreating or 
pursuing.  
 
Ranged Combat 
Units and formations armed with missile weapons may fire upon one target within their 
weapon range. Roll the number of Kill and Shock dice specified by the weapon profile on the 
tables below. �e result applies to all units in a formation. 
 
Units and formations engaged in Close Combat may not be targeted by ranged attacks.  

Kill Dice 

1  Disrupted:  �e targeted 
unit/formation may only roll Shock 
Dice on its next ranged/close 
combat attack.  

6 
 

Heavy Casualties:  Reduce the 
targeted unit/formation’s cohesion 
by 1.  

 

Shock Dice 

1  Shaken:  �e targeted 
unit/formation may not act until 
the following turn.  

6  Broken:  �e targeted 
unit/formation immediately turns 
and moves 6” away from the firing 
unit. 

 

When a unit’s cohesion is reduced to 0, it is removed from the battlefield.  
 
When making ranged attacks from a formation with mixed weapon profiles, always use the 
shortest range value and the largest attack value. Add +1 Shock Dice for every unit armed 
with missile weapons in a formation. 
 
Kill dice always take precedence over Shock dice. If a 6 is rolled on both, the targeted unit 
loses 1 cohesion, but does not break. If a 1 is rolled on both, the targeted unit becomes 
disrupted, not shaken.  
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Close Combat 
Units and formations that moved into base contact with an enemy unit or formation during 
the movement phase, or are part of an unresolved combat from a previous turn may make 
close combat attacks.  
 
�e unit/formation that moved into base contact is always considered to be the attacker.  
 
 
 
Unit/Formation facing confers the following bonuses and penalties: 

- Attacked on the �lank:  +1 Kill dice and +1 Shock dice to the attacker on the first turn of 
the combat. 

- Attacked from the rear:  Enemy unit may not react during the first turn of the combat.  
 
Units roll their basic attack profile plus any benefits from their attachments.  
 
Formations with mixed weapon types always roll the basic profile of the front-most unit, 
plus +1 Shock dice for each additional unit in the formation, and any benefits conferred by 
attachments.  
 
�e player who has initiative makes the attack first, resolving the e�fects of both Kill and 
Shock dice. If the targeted unit is still part of the combat, it may make an attack in 
retaliation.  

Kill Dice 

1  Disrupted:  �e targeted 
unit/formation may only roll Shock 
Dice in retaliation.  

6  Heavy Casualties:  Reduce the 
targeted unit/formation’s cohesion 
by 1.  

 

Shock Dice 

1  Shaken:  �e targeted 
unit/formation may not retaliate 
this turn.  

6  Broken:  �e targeted 
unit/formation immediately turns 
and moves 6” away from the firing 
unit. 

 

When a unit’s cohesion is reduced to 0, it is removed from the battlefield.  
 
Kill dice always take precedence over Shock dice. If a 6 is rolled on both, the targeted unit 
loses 1 cohesion, but does not break. If a 1 is rolled on both, the targeted unit becomes 
disrupted, not shaken.  
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Warlords 
Warlords are the principal command elements available to you on the battlefield. �ey can be 
attached to any of your units, but do not consume an attachment slot in the same way 
additional wargear does.  
 
Depending on the size of the battle, you can have anywhere between 1-5 Warlords on the 
table simultaneously.  
 
For each Warlord, you need to determine their initiative, trait and battlefield role. 
 
Warlords have an initiative of 1 by default. �is value can be increased by paying the 
following points costs.  

➢ +1 Initiative (3 points) 
➢ +2 Initiative (5 points) 
➢ +3 Initiative (7 points) 

 
Warlord Traits 
Roll 1d10 on the table below for each Warlord in your army.  

1  Adaptable:  Formations within this 
Warlord’s Command radius may 
switch Formation type without 
penalty.  

6  Brutal:  Units within this Warlord’s 
Command radius can re-roll the result 
of 1 failed Kill dice per game.  

2  Decisive:  �e Warlord gains +1 
Initiative.  

7  Deceitful:  Units/Formations within this 
Warlord’s Command radius gain an 
additional Shock dice when attacking 
from the �lank or rear. 

3  Organized:  Formations within this 
Warlord’s Command radius may form 
or disband without penalty.  

8  Impetuous:  Units/Formations within 
this Warlord’s Command radius gain 
an additional 2” movement when 
moving towards enemy units. 

4  Stubborn:  Units within this Warlord’s 
Command radius can ignore the result 
of 1 Shock dice per game.  

9  Troublesome:  �e Warlord’s unit 
su�fers a 1 Shock dice hit if it's within 
the Command radius of another 
Warlord. 

5  Tough:  Units within this Warlord’s 
Command radius gain +1 cohesion.  

10  Cowardly:  �e Warlord’s unit su�fers an 
immediate 1 Shock dice hit if an enemy 
unit is within 6”. 
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Battlefield Roles 
Once you’ve determined the Warlord’s initiative and traits, select one of the following 
options to define your Warlord’s archetype.  
 
�e unit composition indicates the type of units that can be included within the army. 

Captain of Horse  1pt 
Benefits: 

➢ Cavalry units within this Warlord’s 
command radius may change facing 
at any point during their move. 

Unit Composition: 
➢ 1-3 Light Cavalry 
➢ 0-2 Light Infantry  

Captain of Foot  1pt 
Benefits: 

➢ Formations within this Warlord’s 
command radius gain +1 cohesion 
for each Infantry unit. 

Unit Composition: 
➢ 1-3 Light Infantry 
➢ 0-2 Irregular Infantry 

 
Peasant Firebrand  1pt 
Benefits: 

➢ Irregular Infantry units within this 
Warlord’s command radius gain +1 
cohesion. 

Unit Composition: 
➢ 1-5 Irregular Infantry 

 
Knight  3pts 
Benefits: 

➢ Heavy Cavalry and Heavy Infantry 
units within this Warlord’s 
command radius add +1 Kill Dice to 
the first round of Close Combat. 

➢ �e Warlord’s bodyguard unit gains 
+1 cohesion. 

Unit Composition: 
➢ 1-3 Heavy Cavalry  or  Heavy Infantry 
➢ 0-2 Light Infantry 

Master of Archers  3pts 
Benefits: 

➢ Formations within this Warlord’s 
command radius gain an additional 
Kill dice for each unit equipped with 
missile weapons when making 
Ranged attacks.  

➢ Missile-armed units within this 
Warlord’s command radius increase 
their range by 4”.  

Unit Restrictions: 
➢ 1-3 Light Infantry 
➢ 0-2 Irregular Infantry 

 
Master of the Vanguard  5pts 
Benefits: 

➢ �is Warlord can deploy units 6” 
further forward than any stated 
deployment zone.  

➢ Units and formations within this 
Warlord’s command radius gain an 
extra 2” movement.  

Unit Restrictions: 
➢ 1-3 Light Infantry 
➢ 0-2 Light Cavalry 
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Armies, Units & Attachments 
Units are the basic building blocks of your army, customized using attachments to improve 
their general e�fectiveness, or specialise them for a battlefield role.  
 
�e basic points costs associated with the standard unit types are listed below.  

➢ Irregular Infantry:  3pts 
➢ Light Infantry:  5pts 
➢ Heavy Infantry:  7pts 
➢ Light Cavalry:  5pts 
➢ Heavy Cavalry:  7pts 

 
You may choose a selection of units from the compositions o�fered by the battlefield role of 
your Warlord.  
 
�e mandatory units indicated in the Battlefield Role unit composition always form that 
Warlord’s bodyguard, granting them +1 cohesion.  
 

Example: 
Nick has taken 3 Warlords for his army, a  Captain of Horse,  a  Captain of Foot  and a  Knight.  
 
He has to take at least 1 unit of Light Cavalry, 1 unit of Light Infantry and 1 unit of Heavy 
Cavalry  or  Heavy Infantry.  
 
He can choose to purchase 2 additional units of Light Cavalry, 6 additional units of Light 
Infantry, 2 additional units of Heavy Cavalry  or  Heavy Infantry and 2 units of Irregular 
Infantry.  

 
Each unit can take a number of attachments up to the maximum listed on their profile. �e 
points cost of these attachments is listed below.  
 

➢ Improved Sidearms: 1pt 
➢ Shields: 1pt 
➢ Spears: 3pt 
➢ Polearms: 3pts 
➢ Shortened Polearms and 

Two-handed Weapons: 3pts 
➢ Javelins and �rowing Weapons: 

3pts 
➢ Additional Remounts: 3pts 
➢ Improved Plate Armour: 3pts 
➢ Pavises: 3pts 

 
 

➢ Pikes: 3pts 
➢ Short Bows: 3pts 
➢ Defensive Stakes: 3pts 
➢ Drill Sergeant: 5pts 
➢ Pathfinders: 5pts 
➢ Lances: 5pts 
➢ Longbows: 5pts 
➢ Crossbows: 5pts 
➢ Forlorn Hope: 5pts 
➢ Musician: 5pts 
➢ Battle Standard: 5pts 
➢ O�ficer: 7pts  
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Attachments 
 

Improved Sidearms: 
➢ +1 Kill Dice to all Close Combat 

attacks. 
Shields: 

➢ Re-roll 1 successful Kill Dice per 
enemy Ranged or Close Combat 
attack. 

Spears: 
➢ +1 Kill Dice and +1 Shock Dice when 

fighting Cavalry units in Close 
Combat.  

➢ Re-roll 1 failed Shock Dice per 
friendly attack when fighting in a 
close order formation 

Polearms: 
➢ Infantry units only. 
➢ May not use Shields. 
➢ +1 Kill and +1 Shock Dice when 

fighting in Close Combat. 
➢ Re-roll 1 failed Kill Dice per friendly 

attack when fighting in a close order 
formation.  

Shortened Polearms and Two-handed Weapons: 
➢ Infantry units only. 
➢ May not use Shields. 
➢ +1 Kill Dice in the first round of 

Close combat. 
➢ Re-roll 1 failed Kill Dice per friendly 

attack when fighting in a close order 
formation. 

Javelins and �rowing Weapons: 
➢ 6” range.  
➢ Roll 1 Kill Dice and 1 Shock Dice. 
➢ +1 Shock Dice in the first round of 

Close combat. 

Additional Remounts: 
➢ Cavalry units only.  
➢ +1 cohesion to attached unit.  

 
Improved Plate Armour: 

➢ Heavy infantry and Heavy Cavalry 
only. 

➢ May ignore the re-roll in�licted by 
enemy Longbows and Crossbows 

 
Pavises: 

➢ Ignore the result of 1 successful Kill 
Dice per enemy ranged attack. 

➢ -2” movement allowance.  
Pikes: 

➢ Infantry units only. 
➢ May not use Shields. 
➢ -1” to Movement allowance. 
➢ +1 Kill Dice when fighting in a close 

order formation. 
➢ +1 Kill Dice for each additional unit 

of pikes in a formation.  
 
Short Bows: 

➢ 12” range. 
➢ Roll 1 Kill Dice and 1 Shock Dice. 

 
Defensive Stakes: 

➢ Infantry units only. 
➢ +1 Kill dice to the first round of 

combat against Cavalry units, 
providing this unit didn’t move in 
the previous movement phase.  
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Lances 
➢ Cavalry units only. 
➢ +1 Kill Dice and +1 Shock Dice in the 

first round of Close combat.  
➢ Re-roll 1 failed Kill dice per friendly 

attack when fighting in a wedge 
formation. 

Longbows: 
➢ 18” range. 
➢ Roll 2 Kill Dice and 3 Shock Dice.  
➢ Re-roll 1 failed Kill Dice per friendly 

attack when firing upon Heavy 
infantry and Heavy cavalry units. 

Drill Sergeant: 
➢ May switch formation type within 6” 

of an enemy unit.  
Pathfinders: 

➢ May ignore the penalties for 
crossing di�ficult terrain features. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Forlorn Hope: 
➢ -1 cohesion, to a minimum of 1. 
➢ If this unit scores a hit with either 

Kill or Shock dice on the first round 
of Close combat, the attacked unit 
may not react.  

Musician: 
➢ Extends a Warlord’s command 

radius to 12”. 
Battle Standard: 

➢ +1 cohesion to attached unit. 
➢ Ignore the result of 1 successful 

Shock dice per battle. 
O�ficer: 

➢ May ignore the penalty for being 
outside a Warlord’s command 
radius. 

Crossbows:  
➢ 15” range. 
➢ Roll 3 Kill Dice and 2 Shock Dice. 
➢ Re-roll 1 failed Kill Dice per friendly 

attack when firing upon Heavy 
infantry and Heavy cavalry units. 

 
 

Example: 
Nick has already spent 31pts on 3 units of Heavy infantry (1 of which contains his  Knight 
(3pts))  and 2 units of Light infantry.  
 
Heavy infantry have 3 attachment slots. Nick outfits 1 unit with a Musician (5pts), 
Shortened Polearms (3pts), and a Drill Sergeant (5pts). He gives the other 2 units 
Shortened Polearms, the Forlorn Hope (5pts) and Improved Plate Armour (3pts) 
 
Nick’s Light infantry only have 2 attachment slots. He chooses to give both units 
Longbows (5pts) and Defensive Stakes (3pts). 
 
A�ter totting up the points costs, the noble  knight’s  contribution to Nick’s army totals 
84pts, and provides an exceptionally tough backbone with a lot of defensive firepower to 
hold objectives or tie up significant portions of the enemy army.  
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Formations 
March Column: 

➢ Requirements: At least 3 bases of infantry or cavalry in contact along the long base 
edge.  

➢ Benefits: +2” movement along roads and tracks. 
➢ Penalties: +1 Shock dice to all enemy Close combat attacks made from the �lank or 

rear.  
 
Close Order: 

➢ Requirements: At least 2 bases of infantry or cavalry in contact along the long base 
edge. 

➢ Benefits: +1 to formation cohesion.  
➢ Penalties: -2” to formation movement allowance.  

Loose Order: 
➢ Requirements: At least 1 base of infantry or cavalry. 
➢ Benefits: Re-roll 1 successful Kill dice per enemy ranged attack.  
➢ Penalties: +1 Kill dice and +1 Shock dice to enemy attacks in the first turn of Close 

combat.  
 
Schiltron: 

➢ Requirements: At least 2 bases of infantry armed with spears or pikes in contact 
along the long base edge.  

➢ Benefits: Enemies do not receive any bonuses for attacking the �lank or rear. 
➢ Penalties: -2” to formation movement allowance.  

 
Shield Wall: 

➢ Requirements: At least 2 bases of infantry equipped with shields in contact along the 
short base edge.  

➢ Benefits: Re-roll 1 successful shock dice per enemy attack. 
➢ Penalties: -1” movement.  

 
Wedge: 

➢ Requirements: At least 2 bases of cavalry in contact along the long base edge. 
➢ Benefits: +1 Kill dice during the first round of combat, providing the formation 

moved during the movement phase. 
➢ Penalties: May not change facing.  
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�e Battle of Blanchetaque 
A�ter sacking the city of Caen and burning the surrounding countryside to cinders, Edward 
III crossed the Seine at Poissy. His battle-hardened army advanced into the fertile country 
between the Somme and Seine, only to be cut o�f by the freshly marshalled French army.  
 
Desperately seeking to break out of the French encirclement, Edward launched probing 
attacks against the bridges at Boismont and Acheux, eventually coming to halt in sight of 
Abbeville.  
 
On the night of August 24th, a French captive alerted the King to the presence of an 
unguarded ford at the village of Saigneville, named Blanchetaque by the locals for the white 
stones lining the riverbed. In the dead of night, Edward broke camp and dashed for the ford.  
 
Morning found the ford’s far bank lined with French men-at-arms. Edward ordered 
Reginald, Baron of Cobham and William, Earl of Northampton to lead their retinues into the 
teeth of the French, before time and tide cut the English o�f in hostile country.  
 
 

English Forces (242pts): 
Reginald de Cobham, Baron of Cobham (Tough Knight with +1 Initiative) 6pts 

➢ Heavy Infantry: Shortened Polearms, Musician, Improved Plate Armour (21pts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Shortened Polearms, Forlorn Hope, Pathfinders (20pts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Shortened Polearms, Forlorn Hope, Pathfinders (20pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, Pathfinders (15pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, Pathfinders (15pts) 

William de Bohun, Earl of Northampton (Stubborn Knight) 3pts 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Polearms, Musician, Drill Sergeant (2opts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Improved Sidearms, Shields, Forlorn Hope (14pts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Improved Sidearms, Shields, Forlorn Hope (14pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, Defensive Stakes (13pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, Defensive Stakes (13pts) 

�omas of Hookton (Impetuous Master of Archers) 3pts 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, Pathfinders (15pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, O�ficer (17pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Longbows, O�ficer (17pts) 
➢ Irregular Infantry: Longbows (8pts) 
➢ Irregular Infantry: Longbows (8pts) 
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French Forces (240pts): 
Godemar du Foy (Adaptable Knight) 3pts 

➢ Heavy Cavalry: Lances, Improved Plate Armour, Extra Remounts (18pts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Improved Sidearms, Shields, O�ficer (16pts) 
➢ Heavy Infantry: Improved Sidearms, Shields, O�ficer (16pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Spears, Shields (9pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Spears, Shields (9pts) 

Celestin la Belle (Brutal Knight) 3pts 
➢ Heavy Cavalry: Lances, Improved Plate Armour, Extra Remounts (18pts) 
➢ Heavy Cavalry: Improved Sidearms, Shields, Extra Remounts (14pts) 

Gautier de Soucy (Deceitful Master of the Vanguard with +2 Initiative) 10pts 
➢ Light Infantry: Polearms, Pathfinders (13pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Polearms, Drill Sergeant (13pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Polearms, Battle Standard (13pts) 
➢ Light Cavalry: Lances, O�ficer (17pts) 
➢ Light Cavalry, Lances, O�ficer (17pts) 

Fabio di Savona (Decisive Captain of Foot) 1pt 
➢ Light Infantry: Crossbows, Musician (15pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Crossbows, Pavises (13pts) 
➢ Light Infantry: Crossbows, Pavises (13pts) 
➢ Irregular Infantry: Pavises (6pts) 
➢ Irregular Infantry: Pavises (6pts) 

 
Scenario Objectives: 

➢ �e English forces must drive the French from the ford at Blanchetaque and hold it 
against any counter-attacks. 

➢ �e French forces must repulse the English attack and hold their positions around 
the ford.  

Scenario Setup: 
➢ Set up your table using the map above as a guide. �e fords are marked in pale blue 

and count as di�ficult terrain. 
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